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EdgeLock SE05x for secure access control in industrial IoT use cases
In any industrial operation or environment there is equipment and restricted areas that
need to be secured, for safety reasons as well as to protect key equipment from damage
or loss. IoT opens new opportunities for designing advanced access control solutions
for machines, production lines, and other types of valuable items in manufacturing and
industrial settings.
Many industrial operations have supply cabinets, equipment lockers or data centers
that must be protected. Electronic locks can restrict access to these areas to individuals
who are authorized to enter or withdraw items from these secure locations. In addition,
electronic access control solutions can ensure that only authorized personnel are allowed
to operate potentially dangerous machinery or secure areas that are only accessed by
trained, certified employees.
State-of-the-art electronic access control solutions use contactless cards or NFCenabled smarpthones as the standard means of authentication and validation of user
credentials. The use of contactless cards to provide physical or logical access to facilities
or equipment are extremely secure and much easier to manage and update than
conventional mechanical keys. As such, they can provide a better and more simplified
means of controlling and monitoring access to devices, systems, and equipment.
In this context, the EdgeLock SE05x can be used by a card reader to setup a secure
transaction with MIFARE DESFire EV2 contactless cards. On the one hand, the
EdgeLock SE05x stores the MIFARE secret key, authenticates the MIFARE DESFire EV2
and exports the MIFARE session key to the host MCU. In turn, the host MCU implements
the MIFARE application logic and handles the MIFARE DESFire EV2 command set and
secure messaging. On the other hand, MIFARE DESFire EV2 contains a security system
with tamper-resistant properties and is capable of providing confidentiality, authenticity
and integrity security services. The user credential is protected in this contactless IC
based on the configured access rights and the knowledge of the secret keys that fulfill
these access rights.
As such, EdgeLock SE05x helps you to provide a higher level of security in your access
control system by:
• Protecting the master keys: The master keys used for card authentication are
protected inside the EdgeLock SE05x and can not be read or manipulated.
• Authenticating the card: EdgeLock SE05x supports the authentication protocol and
the session key generation algorithm of MIFARE DESFire EV2 card.
• Performing securely related commands: EdgeLock SE05x supports secure key
change or key diversification of MIFARE DESFire EV2 cards.
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EdgeLock SE05x application diagram
The EdgeLock SE05x works as a secure access module to increase the security of your
IoT-enabled card reader for physical or logical access. The EdgeLock SE05x connection
2
to the main host MCU is done using the chip's I C interface. The host MCU is also
connected to a contactless transceiver, used to communicate with the user contactless
credential. Optionally, the host MCU can also interface with a backend system and with
user interface components such as keypads, LEDs, LCD screens or others as described
in Figure 1:

Figure 1. EdgeLock SE05x hardware integration in an IoT-enabled card reader

The OM-SE050ARD is an ideal development kit to evaluate the EdgeLock SE05x
features, build a proof of concept or prototype our IoT-enabled card reader solution
before going into production. It comes with headers and connectors that allow us to
2
access the EdgeLock SE05x interfaces, including the I C slave lines to connect a host
MCU board. Check Section 4 for more details about how the OM-SE050ARD is used in
the EdgeLock SE05x secure access demo.
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Software integration with EdgeLock SE05x Plug & Trust middleware
The host MCU implements the application logic and drives the operation of the IoTenabled card reader. In this respect, the EdgeLock SE05x acts as a companion security
IC to setup a secure transaction with a user credential stored in MIFARE DESFire EV2
contactless card. The host MCU uses the EdgeLock SE05x to authenticate the MIFARE
DESFire EV2 credential and to derive the session key for each transaction. Then, this
session key is exported to the host MCU and used to handle the standard MIFARE
command set as part of the MCU application logic as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2. EdgeLock SE05x MIFARE session key derivation

The EdgeLock SE05x Plug & Trust Middleware is a single software stack designed
to facilitate the integration of EdgeLock SE05x into your host MCU software. This
middleware has built-in cryptographic and device identity features, abstracts the
commands and communication interface exposed by the EdgeLock SE05x, and it
is directly accessible from stacks like OpenSSL, mbedTLS or other cryptographic
libraries. It also comes with support for various NXP MCU / MPU platforms and can be
ported to multiple host platforms and host operating systems. Figure 3 is a simplified
representation of the layers and components which EdgeLock SE05x Plug & Trust
Middleware is made of:

Figure 3. NXP Plug & Trust middleware block diagram
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This section gives insights into the integration of EdgeLock SE05x from a software
perspective. It includes an overview of the useful functions included in the EdgeLock
SE05x Plug & Trust middleware for secure operation with MIFARE DESFire EV2 cards.

3.1 EdgeLock SE05x Plug & Trust middleware MIFARE DESFire EV2 API
The EdgeLock SE05x Plug & Trust Middleware provides functions that support MIFARE
DESFire EV2 card authentication, session key generation and key personalization. Refer
to MIFARE DESFire EV2 datasheet (ds226031) for more details about MIFARE DESFire
EV2 commands.

3.1.1 Se05x_API_DFAuthenticateFirstPart1()
Performs the first part of the AuthenticateEV2First three-pass mutual authentication
between MIFARE DESFire EV2 and the IoT-enabled card reader. Calling this function,
the EdgeLock SE05x takes care of:
• Deciphering the random number (RndB) generated by MIFARE DESFire EV2 with the
selected key.
• Rotating the first byte of RndB to the end (RndB').
• Concatenating RndB' with its own generated random number (RndA + RndB') and
returning them encrypted to the host MCU with the selected key

3.1.2 Se05x_API_DFAuthenticateFirstPart2()
Performs the second part of the AuthenticateEV2First three-pass mutual authentication
between MIFARE DESFire EV2 and the IoT-enabled card reader. Calling this function,
the EdgeLock SE05x takes care of:
• Deciphering the RndA' received from the MIFARE DESFire EV2.
• Comparing it with the RndA generated internally. If the comparison is successful, the
authentication is successful.

3.1.3 Se05x_API_DFAuthenticateNonFirstPart1()
Performs the first part of the AuthenticateEV2NonFirst three-pass mutual authentication
between MIFARE DESFire EV2 and the IoT-enabled card reader. Calling this function,
the EdgeLock SE05x takes care of::
• Deciphering the random number (RndB) generated by MIFARE DESFire EV2 with the
selected key.
• Rotating the first byte of RndB to the end (RndB').
• Concatenating RndB' with its own generated random number (RndA + RndB') and
returning them encrypted to the host MCU with the selected key

3.1.4 Se05x_API_DFAuthenticateNonFirstPart2()
Performs the second part of the AuthenticateEV2NonFirst three-pass mutual
authentication between MIFARE DESFire EV2 and the IoT-enabled card reader. Calling
this function, the EdgeLock SE05x takes care of:
• Deciphering the RndA' received from the MIFARE DESFire EV2.
• Comparing it with the RndA generated internally. If the comparison is successful, the
authentication is successful.
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3.1.5 Se05x_API_DFDumpSessionKeys
Returns the transaction identifier (TI) and the session key of the current active
authentication with the MIFARE DESFire EV2 to the host MCU.

3.1.6 Se05x_API_DFChangeKeyPart1()
Performs the first part of the ChangeKey command between MIFARE DESFire EV2 and
the IoT-enabled card reader. Calling this function, the EdgeLock SE05x takes care of
generating the cryptogram required to update a MIFARE DESFire EV2 key

3.1.7 Se05x_API_DFChangeKeyPart2
Performs the second part of the ChangeKey command between MIFARE DESFire EV2
and the IoT-enabled card reader. Calling this function, the EdgeLock SE05x takes care of
verifying the MAC returned by theMIFARE DESFire EV2 after the ChangeKey command.

3.1.8 Se05x_API_DFDiversifyKey()
The EdgeLock SE05x creates a diversified key using a diversification input up to 31
bytes. Refer to AN10922 for more details about the AES128 key diversification algorithm
used by EdgeLock SE05x

3.1.9

Se05x_API_DFKillAuthentication
The EdgeLock SE05x invalidates any active authentication with a MIFARE DESFire EV2
and clear the EdgeLock SE05x internal state.

3.2 EdgeLock SE05x Plug & Trust middleware MIFARE DESFire EV2 API
documentation
You can refer to the code documentation provided as part of the EdgeLock SE05x
middleware for full details about the MIFARE DESFire EV2 support. To open the HTML
documentation:
1. Go to the directory where you unzipped the EdgeLock SE05x Plug & Trust
middleware;
2. Go to the simw-top\doc folder;
3. Double click the index.html to open it in your default browser;
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4. The documentation landing page will appear as shown in Figure 4. Use the left-hand
side menu to navigate through the documentation or use the search textbox to find the
functions described in Section 3.1.

Figure 4. EdgeLock SE05x Plug & Trust MIFARE DESFire EV2 API documentation

If you are interested in the low level commands for secure operation with MIFARE
DESFire EV2, you can refer to AN12412 - SE050 APDU specification document.
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Running the EdgeLock SE05x secure access module project examples
The EdgeLock SE05x Plug & Trust Middleware includes a set of project examples that
demonstrate the use of EdgeLock SE05x to support secure operation with a MIFARE
DESFire EV2 card. These project examples are:
•
•
•
•
•

ex_prepare_se05x
ex_prepare_MFDFEV2
ex_Ev2Auth_se05x
ex_Ev2ChangeKey_se05x
ex_Ev2DivChngKey_se05x

The ex_prepare_se05x project example provisions the EdgeLock SE05x with sample
keys and credentials. Executing this project example is a pre-requisite before running
ex_Ev2Auth_se05x, ex_Ev2ChangeKey_se05x or ex_Ev2DivChngKey_se05x
project examples.
The ex_prepare_MFDFEV2 project example personalizes the MIFARE DESFire
EV2 card with a sample application and keys. Executing this project example is a
pre-requisite before running ex_Ev2Auth_se05x, ex_Ev2ChangeKey_se05x or
ex_Ev2DivChngKey_se05x project examples.
The ex_Ev2Auth_se05x project example demonstrates how to authenticate and
perform a sample secure transaction with a MIFARE DESFire EV2 leveraging the keys
stored in the EdgeLock SE05x.
The ex_Ev2ChangeKey_se05x project example demonstrates how to change a
MIFARE DESFire EV2 application key leveraging the keys stored in the EdgeLock SE05x
And, the ex_Ev2DivChngKey_se05x project example demonstrates how to change
and diversify a MIFARE DESFire EV2 application key leveraging the keys stored in the
EdgeLock SE05x
Figure 5 depicts the setup to run the EdgeLock SE05x secure access project examples.
It consists of an LPC55S board (LPC55S69), a CLRC663 development board
(CLEV6630B), an EdgeLock SE05x board (OM-SE050ARD) and a MIFARE DESFire
EV2 acting as the user credential.
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Figure 5. EdgeLock SE05x secure access demo setup

The steps required to run the project examples that use EdgeLock SE05x as a secure
access module to operate with MIFARE DESFire EV2 cards are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Get the required hardware.
Download and install the NDA-protected LPC55S69 SDK version.
Prepare the boards setup and wiring.
Run the different project examples.

4.1 Hardware required
The hardware required to run the project examples related with the EdgeLock SE05x
secure access demo is:
1. OM-SE050ARD development kit:
Table 1. OM-SE050ARD development kit details
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2. LPC55S69 evaluation kit
Table 2. LPC55S69 evaluation kit details
Part number

12NC

Content

LPC55S69-EVK

935377412598

LPCXpresso55S69
Development Board

Picture

3. CLEV6630B development board
Table 3. CLEV6630B
Part number

12NC

Content

CLEV6630B

935339149699

CLRC663 Frontend
Development Board

Picture

4. MIFARE DESFire EV2 card. You can order samples free of charge by getting in touch
with your local sales representative

4.2 Download and install the NDA-protected LPC55S69 SDK version
The project examples for the EdgeLock SE05x secure access module use case are
included as part of the LPC55S69 under NDA version.
1. Download the NDA-protected LPC55S69 SDK version from NXP Docstore, under the
IOT solutions /SE050 content class category.
2. Drag and drop the NDA-protected LPC55S69 SDK zip file in the Installed SDKs
section in the bottom part of the MCUXpresso IDE.
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3. Check that the NDA-protected LPC55S69 SDK is installed successfully.
a. Click Import SDK examples from the MCUXpresso IDE quick start panel.
b. Make sure that a picture of an LPC55S69 with a red ribbon with the label "SE050
(NDA)" on it is available as shown in Figure 6

Figure 6. Import NDA-protected LPC55S69 SDK version

Note: For more detailed instructions on how to install the LPC55S69 SDK into our
MCUXpresso workspace, refer to AN12542 - Quick start guide with LPC55S69.

4.3 Board setup and wiring
This section describes the board setup and wiring of the OM-SE050ARD), the LPC55S69
and the CLEV6630B boards.

4.3.1 OM-SE050ARD jumper configuration
We use the Arduino headers to connect the host MCU board to the OM-SE050ARD. The
2
jumper settings to enable the I C slave interface over the Arduino header are shown in
Figure 7:
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Figure 7. Jumper configuration for OM-SE050ARD
Remember to change J14 to position 1-2, which connects SE_VDD directly to 3V3 and
bypasses enable signal. This is required because enable pin on LPC55S coincides with
Silex-2401 SPI pins so we cannot use SE_EN signal to drive SE_VDD.

4.3.2 OM-SE050ARD connection with host MCU board (LPC55S69)
We use the Arduino connectors to mount the OM-SE050ARD board on top of the
LPC55S69 as shown in Figure 8. Note that OM-SE050ARD should be aligned with A5
pin in LPC55S69 P19 header and D0 pin in LPC55S69 P18 header. The two last pins in
P16 and the two first pins in P18 should be left open.

Figure 8. Arduino connectors of OM-SE050ARD and LPC55S69 boards
Double check that the two boards are connected as shown in Figure 9
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Figure 9. OM-SE050ARD connection to LPC55S69

4.3.3 Host MCU connection to NFC frontend (CLEV6630B)
We need to connect the LPC55S69 board via SPI to the CLEV6630B board, acting
as the NFC frontend of the system. For that, we wire the LPC55S69 and CLEV6630B
boards as shown in Figure 10:
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Figure 10. LPC55S69 connection to CLEV6630B via SPI

Table 4 shows the detailed connection of the LPC55S69 to CLEV6630B
Table 4. LPC55S69 connection to CLEV6630B via SPI
LPC55S69 (# jumper - # pin)

CLEV6630B (# jumper - # pin)

P18-11 (RESET)

J301-2 (CLRC_NRST)

P17-6 (SPI CSEL)

J301-3 (SSEL)

P17-10 (MOSI)

J301-4 (MOSI)

P17-12 (MISO)

J301-5 (MISO)

P17-14 (SPI SCK)

J301-6 (SCK)

P17-7 (GND)

J302-1 (GND)

P18-3 (IRQ)

J302-2 (IRQ)

4.3.4 Laptop connection and TeraTerm configuration
Attach a USB cable to the LPC55S69 board debug link port and to the CLEV6630B
board as shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Boards connection to the laptop

After connecting the boards to the laptop, open a Teraterm session and configure the
serial communication, as shown in Figure 12:

Figure 12. Teraterm configuration

Optionally, you may configure the TeraTerm terminal window to optimize the visualization
of the logs. For that, change the New-line receive setting to AUTO as shown in Figure 13:
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Figure 13. TeraTerm terminal window visualization optimization

4.4 Project examples execution
After completing the board setup and wiring, import and run the project examples as
described in this section.

4.4.1 Import the project examples in MCUXpresso workspace
The LPC55S69 SDK under NDA version include project examples that use EdgeLock
SE05x for MIFARE DESFire EV2 card authentication, session key generation and key
personalization operations as detailed in Section 4.
Import the project examples in your MCUXpresso worskpace as shown in Figure 14:
1. Click Import SDK examples from the MCUXpresso IDE quick start panel.
2. Select the LPC55S69 board from the list of available boards. The board picture should
include a red ribbon with the label "SE050 (NDA)" on it as shown in Section 4.2.
3. Select the following project examples from the list and click the Finish button:
a. se_SE05x_ex_Ev2Auth_SE05x
b. se_SE05x_ex_Ev2ChangeKey_SE05x
c. se_SE05x_ex_Ev2DivChngKey_SE05x
d. se_SE05x_ex_Prepare_MFDFEV2
e. se_SE05x_ex_Prepare_SE05x
4. The project should now be visible in your MCUXpresso workspace.
Note: For detailed instructions on how to import project examples from LPC55S69 SDK,
check AN12542 - Quick start guide with LPC55S
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Figure 14. Import sensor data protection project example

4.4.2 Provision EdgeLock SE05x (ex_prepareSe050)
The first step is to inject in the keys that will be used for authenticating the MIFARE
DESFire EV2 card in the EdgeLock SE05x. This can be done by executing the
ex_prepareSe050 project example, which injects two AES keys into the EdgeLock
SE05x as depicted in Figure 15

Figure 15. Provision EdgeLock SE05x

To run the ex_prepareSe050 project example, follow these steps:
1. Select the ex_prepareSe050 project example from your workspace.
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2. Go to the MCUXpresso Quickstart Panel and click Debug button, wait a few seconds
until the project executes and click on Resume as shown in Figure 16

Figure 16. Run ex_prepareSe050 project example

3. Go to TeraTerm, you should see in logs similar to the one shown in Figure 17:

Figure 17. ex_prepareSe050 project log

4.4.3 Personalize MIFARE DESFire EV2 card (ex_prepareMFDFEV2)
The second step is to personalize a blank MIFARE DESFire EV2 card. This can be done
by executing the ex_prepareMFDFEV2 project example, which formats the card and
creates a sample application with default key values inside the MIFARE DESFire EV2
card as depicted in Figure 18:
Note: The card personalization performed by the ex_prepareMFDFEV2 project
example is provided for illustrative purposes. This card personalization needs to be
adapted based on the card memory map required for each specific application.
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Figure 18. Personalize MIFARE DESFire EV2 card

To run the ex_prepareMFDFEV2 project example, place your blank MIFARE DESFire
EV2 card over the CLEV6630B antenna and follow these steps:
1. Select the ex_prepareMFDFEV2 project example from your workspace.
2. Go to the MCUXpresso Quickstart Panel and click Debug button, wait a few seconds
until the project executes and click on Resume
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3. If the card personalization succeeds, your Teraterm window should look similar to
Figure 19:

Figure 19. ex_prepareCard output project log

4.4.4 Authenticate and operate MIFARE DESFire EV2 card (ex_Ev2Auth_se05x)
Now that both the EdgeLock SE05x IC and the MIFARE DESFire EV2 card have been
provisioned with the required keys, it is possible to authenticate the card with the
EdgeLock SE05x and to start a secure transaction. This can be done by executing the
ex_Ev2Auth_se05x project example.
First, the ex_Ev2Auth_se05x leverages EdgeLock SE05x to authenticate the card, as
depicted in Figure 20
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Figure 20. Authenticate MIFARE DESFire EV2 card

After that, it generates and exports the MIFARE DESFire EV2 session key to the host
MCU, which uses this session key to set up a secure transaction with the card, as
depicted in Figure 21.
Note: The secure transaction between the EdgeLock SE05x and the MIFARE DESFire
EV2 card performed by the ex_Ev2Auth_se05x project example is provided for
illustrative purposes. The commands required in a transaction needs to be adapted
based on each specific application.

Figure 21. Secure operation with MIFARE DESFire EV2 card

To run the ex_Ev2Auth_se05x project example, place your blank MIFARE DESFire
EV2 card over the CLEV6630B antenna and follow these steps:
1. Select ex_Ev2Auth_se05x project example from your workspace
2. Go to the MCUXpresso Quickstart Panel and click Debug button, wait a few seconds
until the project executes and click on Resume
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3. In Teraterm you should see the logs of the ex_Ev2Auth_se05x project example,
which should look similar to Figure 22:

Figure 22. ex_Ev2Auth_se05x log output project log

4.4.5 Change MIFARE DESFire EV2 application key (ex_Ev2ChangeKey_se05x)
The EdgeLock SE05x also allows you to securely change MIFARE DESFire EV2
application keys. This can be done by executing the ex_Ev2ChangeKey_se05x project
example or the ex_Ev2DivChngKey_se05x project example in case we want to use
key diversification.
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In this context, we can leverage EdgeLock SE05x to authenticate with the current key
value and then, to securely compute the MIFARE DESFire EV2 change key command as
depicted in Figure 23:
Note: The MIFARE DESFire EV2 application key change performed by the
ex_Ev2DivChngKey_se05x project example is provided for illustrative purposes.
This process might need to be adapted depending on the MIFARE DESFire EV2
personalization, memory map, or specific application requirements.

Figure 23. MIFARE DESFire EV2 change key command

To run the ex_Ev2ChangeKey_se05x project example, place your blank MIFARE
DESFire EV2 card over the CLEV6630B antenna and follow these steps:
1. Select ex_Ev2ChangeKey_se05x project example from your workspace.
2. Go to the MCUXpresso Quickstart Panel and click Debug button, wait a few seconds
until the project executes and click on Resume
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3. In Teraterm you should see the example logs of the ex_Ev2ChangeKey_se05x
project example, which should look similar to Figure 24:

Figure 24. ex_Ev2ChangeKey_se05x output project log
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Conclusions
The EdgeLock SE05x works as a secure access module for an IoT-enabled card reader,
2
attached through a standard I C interface to the device host controller. It is used to
increase the security of an access control system by protecting the MIFARE secret keys,
authenticating MIFARE DESFire EV2 credentials and performing secure key exchange or
key diversification.
The application logic running on the host controller is responsible for handling the
contactless communication and implementing the MIFARE DESFire EV2 command set.
The host controller relies on the EdgeLock SE05x to authenticate cards and to derive
the corresponding session key for each transaction. Using this session key, the host
controller is able to establish a secure channel with MIFARE DESFire EV2 to perform a
specific transaction.
The EdgeLock SE05x support package is designed in order to reduce complexity, speed
up design and add flexibility in each part of the product development process. It offers
libraries for different MCUs, integration with the most common OSs and source code
examples for the latest IoT security use cases.
The EdgeLock SE05x Plug & Trust Middleware facilitates the integration of EdgeLock
SE05x into your host MCU software. In the context of secure access control in industrial
IoT applications, it offers a high level API for secure operation with MIFARE DESFire EV2
and comes with project examples for MIFARE DESFire EV2 card authentication, session
key generation and key personalization operations.
In addition, the EdgeLock SE05x support package includes project examples to evaluate
EdgeLock SE05x in a secure access control framework as explained in Section 4. You
can adapt these project examples and re-use the source code examples as needed to
speed up the development of your IoT-enabled card reader design.
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